There are still governments that sponsor and harbor terrorists -but their number has declined. There are still regimes seeking weapons of mass destruction -but no longer without attention and without consequence. Our country is still the target of terrorists who want to kill many, and intimidate us all, and we will stay on the offensive against them, until the fight is won.
( Ward Just, et al.) consider a peculiar American attitude towards foreigners in general and ethnics of darker skin colour in particular that seems to have undergone only minimal changes until this day. One might call it a combination of innocence, ignorance, and arrogance. Delano is unableor unwilling -to understand Cereno's gloom that results from the Spaniard's recognition, based on his experience during the slave revolt, that Africans are at least as intelligent and able as Europeans, and that it is therefore wrong by all religious and moral standards to treat them like chattels or commodities. While the Spanish captain suffers from growing depression under the weight of his insight, Delano considers the case closed: for him, the mutiny of the slaves is just an incident which, thanks to American arms, has been resolved; law and order have been reestablished, justice has been done.
